
Premium Outlets Montréal is a large village-style outdoor 
shopping center located along Highway 15 in the 
Laurentians. The shopping center features covered 
pedestrian courtyards, restaurants, and countless designer 
boutiques. 

•  H-3WP EX 2-Way Speakers
•  A-906MK2 Amplifiers

Products Used

Purpose

Installation Profile

Premium Outlets Montréal, Chemin Notre Dame, Mirabel, QC

In order to provide their customers with the best possible shopping experience, Premium
Outlets Montréal requires an outdoor audio system that provides even coverage and 
high-quality audio suited to play background music. 



Solution

Feedback

About TOA Canada Corporation 

TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing
Facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a
Proven track record of TOA product reliability.   

TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio, including,
Public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA Canada offers complete solutions
for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements. 

Premium Outlets Montréal’s management could not be more satisfied with the final result. 
The sound system produces even coverage and excellent overall output as it provides their 
customers with the ultimate listening experience. 

TOA’s H-3 EX WP 2-Way Speakers powered by their A-906MK2 amplifiers was the perfect 
solution. The H-3 EX WP speakers offer wide coverage and an immense level of clarity 
able to be heard evenly throughout the entire outdoor shopping area. Not only do the 
speakers provide more than adequate coverage and quality, the low profile design of the 
speakers also meet the desired aesthetic while providing a high level of durability able to 
withstand nature’s elements.      

ph: 1-800-263-7639 
fx:  1-800-463-3569

www.TOAcanada.com 
sales@toacanada.com 

Challenges

Due to the shopping center’s large outdoor area, it’s crucial that the new audio system is
able to widely disperse sound in order to achieve full coverage. Additionally, the equipment
needs to be low profile and wall-mounted.  


